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Final Product Change Notification 201804013F01
Issue Date:         24-May-2018
Effective Date:    22-Aug-2018

Dear Product Data,

Here's your personalized quality information concerning products
Mouser Electronics purchased from NXP.
For detailed information we invite you to view this notification online

Management Summary
NXP Semiconductors announces the MC9S08AWXX 0N20A maskset update to 1N20A for OSC drive current
increase and ICG fix. 
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MC9S08AWXX TSMC3 Maskset Update to 1N20A for Design Fix
 
Description of Change

NXP Semiconductors is announcing a new version of silicon for the MC9S08AWXX 0N20A product line. The new
silicon mask revision will be 1N20A.

  
An errata document is generated for the MC9S08AW60/48/32/16 Mask 1N20A devices associated with this
notification. The document provides a detailed description of the changes, along with existing deviations from
datasheet identified on current production devices. Potential implications on customer applications are described.

  
1N20A:

 The following erratum was removed.
 SE194-STOP3DCO: Stop3 Mode DCO Erratum.

 The following erratum was added.
 SE198B-ICG-RANGE=0, HGO=1: Oscillator Mode Erratum.

  
 
The errata MSE9S08AW60_ 1N20A revision 0 can be found at:

 http://www.nxp.com/products/automotive-products/microcontrollers-and-processors/arm-mcus-and-mpus/s32-arm-
processors-microcontrollers/8-bit-general-purpose-aw60-48-32-16-mcus:S08AW?tab=Documentation_Tab

  

Reason for Change
The release of MC9S08AWXX 1N20A maskset fixes Erratum SE194-STOP3DCO: Stop3 Mode DCO.

 
Identification of Affected Products

Top side marking

https://extranet.nxp.com/requestdispatcher?app=pcn&pcnId=2405690b59101f6ca7e485e31fa18355
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The maskset information in the marking will be changed from 0N20A to 1N20A.

 
Product Availability
Sample Information

Samples are available from 26-Apr-2018
Part number is PC9S08AW60MFUE

Production
Planned first shipment 24-Jul-2018

Anticipated Impact on Form, Fit, Function, Reliability or Quality
There is no change to product form, fit, function, or reliability, for the new identified errata, there are potential
hardware and / or software implications to customers.

Data Sheet Revision
No impact to existing datasheet

Disposition of Old Products
Existing inventory will be shipped until depleted

Additional information
Self qualification: view online
Additional documents: view online

Timing and Logistics
In compliance with JEDEC J-STD-046, your acknowledgement of this change is expected by 23-Jun-2018.

Contact and Support
For all inquiries regarding the ePCN tool application or access issues, please contact NXP "Global Quality Support
Team".

For all Quality Notification content inquiries, please contact your local NXP Sales Support team.

For specific questions on this notice or the products affected please contact our specialist directly:
Name Yuanyuan Gu
Position Product engineer
e-mail address yuanyuan.gu@nxp.com

At NXP Semiconductors we are constantly striving to improve our product and processes to ensure they reach the
highest possible Quality Standards.

 Customer Focus, Passion to Win.

NXP Quality Management Team.

About NXP Semiconductors

NXP Semiconductors N.V. (NASDAQ: NXPI) provides High Performance Mixed Signal and Standard Product
solutions that leverage its leading RF, Analog, Power Management, Interface, Security and Digital Processing
expertise. These innovations are used in a wide range of automotive, identification, wireless infrastructure, lighting,
industrial, mobile, consumer and computing applications.

NXP Semiconductors
 High Tech Campus, 5656 AG Eindhoven, The Netherlands

© 2006-2010 NXP Semiconductors. All rights reserved.
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This report applies to mask 1N20A for these products:
• MC9S08AW60
• MC9S08AW48
• MC9S08AW32
• MC9S08AW16

The mask set is identified by a 5-character code consisting of a version number, a letter, two numerical digits, and
a letter, for example 0J27F. All standard devices are marked with a mask set number and a date code.

Device markings indicate the week of manufacture and the mask set used. The date is coded as four numerical
digits where the first two digits indicate the year and the last two digits indicate the work week. For instance, the
date code "0301" indicates the first week of the year 2003.

Some MCU samples and devices are marked with an SC, PC, or XC prefix. An SC prefix denotes special/custom
device. A PC prefix indicates a prototype device which has undergone basic testing only. An XC prefix denotes
that the device is tested but is not fully characterized or qualified over the full range of normal manufacturing
process variations. After full characterization and qualification, devices will be marked with the MC or SC prefix.

SE198B-ICG-RANGE=0, HGO=1: Oscillator mode erratum

Errata type: Silicon
Affects: ICG
Description: A performance enhancement to increase high frequency, low power crystal oscillator drive

current at low temperature inadvertently affects the low frequency, high gain crystal oscillator
startup performance.

Workaround: When using the RANGE=0, HGO=1 (32.768 kHz crystal, high gain) oscillator, use a 200 kΩ to
330 kΩ series resistor and skew the EXTAL load capacitor 7 pF to 12 pF lower than the XTAL
load capacitor. For example, with a standard 32.768 kHz crystal with CL=12.5 pF, choose
RS=200 kΩ, C1=15 pF, and C2=22 pF.

NXP Semiconductors MSE9S08AW60_1N20A
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SE157-ADC-INCORRECT-DATA: Boundary case may result in incorrect data being
read in 10- and 12-bit modes

Errata type: Silicon
Affects: ADC
Description: In normal 10-bit or 12-bit operation of the ADC, the coherency mechanism will freeze the

conversion data such that when the high byte of data is read, the low byte of data is frozen,
ensuring that the high and low bytes represent result data from the same conversion.

In the errata case, there is a single-cycle (bus clock) window per conversion cycle when a high
byte may be read on the same cycle that subsequent a conversion is completing. Although
extremely rare due to the precise timing required, in this case, it is possible that the data
transfer occurs, and the low byte read may be from the most recently completed conversion.

In systems where the ADC is running off the bus clock, and the data is read immediately upon
completion of the conversion, the errata will not occur. Also, in single conversion mode, if the
data is read prior to starting a new conversion, then the errata will not occur.

The errata does not impact 8-bit operation.

Introducing significant delay between the conversion completion and reading the data, while a
following conversion is executing/pending, could increase the probability for the errata to
occur. Nested interrupts, significant differences between the bus clock and the ADC clock ,
and not handling the result register reads consecutively, can increase the delay and therefore
the probability of the errata occuring.

Workaround: Using the device in 8-bit mode will eliminate the possibility of the errata occuring.

Using the ADC in single conversion mode, and reading the data register prior to initiating a
subsequent conversion will eliminate the possibility of the errata occuring.

Minimizing the delay between conversion complete and processing the data can minimize the
risk of the errata occuring. Disabling interrupts on higher priority modules and avoiding nested
interrupts can reduce possible contentions that may delay the time from completing a
conversion and handling the data. Additionally, increasing the bus frequency when running the
ADC off the asynchronous clock, may reduce the delay from conversion complete to handling
of the data.

SE156-ADC-COCO: COCO bit may not get cleared when ADCSC1 is written to

Errata type: Silicon
Affects: ADC
Description: If an ADC conversion is near completion when the ADC Status and Control 1 Register

(ADCSC1) is written to (i.e., to change channels), it is possible for the conversion to complete,
setting the COCO bit, before the write instruction is fully executed. In this scenario, the write
may not clear the COCO bit, and the data in the ADC Result register (ADCR) will be that of the
recently completed conversion.

If interrupts are enabled, then the interrupt vector will be taken immediately following the write
to the ADCSC1 register.

Workaround: It is recommended when writing to the ADCSC1 to change channels or stop continuous
conversion, that you write to the register twice. The first time should be to turn the ADC off and
disable interrupts, and the second should be to select the mode/channel and re-enable the
interrupts.
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SE133-FLASH: Unexpected Flash Block Protection Errors

Errata type: Silicon
Affects: Flash
Description: If a portion of the nonvolatile memory (NVM) is block protected, unexpected flash block protect

violation (FPVIOL) errors can result. These errors can occur during an attempt to program or
erase locations in areas of the NVM that are not block protected. Software methods can be
used to avoid this potential problem. The problem is more likely to be seen on devices that
have multiple nonvolatile blocks, including devices with two or more separate flash blocks or
with flash plus EEPROM. If block protection is not enabled, no errors occur.

This error is related to logic that compares current block protection settings to an internally
latched address. This internal address is written (latched) at reset, at the end of most flash
commands, and whenever there is a write to a location in NVM. If a read access to the partially
protected NVM is performed immediately before the write to unprotected memory that starts a
new flash command, the erroneous address that was previously in the internal latch can cause
a false indication of a protection violation. A short sequence of instructions can be performed
before starting normal flash commands to ensure that the address in the internal latch is not a
protected address.

Workaround: The preferred workaround starts a command to a known unprotected address (which internally
latches the known-unprotected address), forces an access error to abort that command, and
then clears the resulting error flags before starting any new flash command. This workaround
assumes the H:X index register points to the location or sector you want to program or erase,
and accumulator A has the data value you plan to write to that location. Start your program or
erase routine with the following instructions.

 STA    ,X     ;latch the unprotected address from H:X
                NOP           ;brief delay to allow the command state 
machine to start
                STA    ,X     ;intentionally cause an access error to abort 
this command
                PSHA          ;temporarily save data value
                LDA    #$30   ;1’s in PVIOL and ACCERR bit positions
                STA    FSTAT  ;clear any error flags
                PULA          ;restore data value
                STA    ,X     ;STEP 1 write data to start new command

The only new instructions compared to the normal routine for flash commands are the first
three instructions, which take three bytes of code space and five bus cycles. These
instructions may be located anywhere in memory, including in the protected area of the flash
memory.

SE127-IIC: IIC does not function when high drive strength is enabled on the IIC pins

Errata type: Silicon
Affects: IIC
Description: IIC operation requires open drain configuration but when the PTxDS bit associated with the IIC

SDA or SCL pin is set for high drive strength (PTxDS = 1) the pin will be in complementary
drive mode instead of open drain mode. This will cause IIC communication conflicts that lead
to IIC malfunction.
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Workaround: The PTxDS bits associated with the IIC SDA and SCL pins should be cleared for low drive
strength operation. This configuration will ensure that the corresponding pin will enter open
drain mode and IIC communications will function correctly. The IIC pull-up resistor in the final
application may need to be modified to account for the lower drive strength of the SDA and
SCL pins.

SE110-TPM: PWM Boundary Case Issues in HCS08 Timer PWM Module (TPM)

Errata type: Silicon
Affects: PWM
Description: This errata describes boundary case issues that primarily affect the center-aligned PWM mode

of operation. While investigating these issues, additional, less significant, issues were
discovered. These will be explained, although they should not cause any significant problems
in normal applications.

In center-aligned PWM mode, the timer counter counts up until it reaches the modulo value in
TPMMODH:TPMMODL, reverses direction, and then counts down until it reaches zero, where
it reverses and counts up again. A period of the PWM output is centered around the leading
edge of the zero count and the period is considered to start when the count changes from
TPMMODH:TPMMODL–1 to TPMMODH:TPMMODL (the same point where the counter
changes from up-counting to down-counting). The zero value and the maximum modulo value
occur for only one timer count cycle each, while all other values occur twice (once during the
down-counting phase and again during the up-counting phase). Therefore, the total period of
the PWM signal is two times the value in TPMMODH:TPMMODL.

The value on each TPM timer output pin is controlled by an internal flip-flop that is cleared at
reset but is not readable by software. These internal flip-flops change state when timer output
compare events or PWM duty cycle compare events occur (when the channel value registers
match the timer count registers). This leads to these outputs remaining in a previous state until
a compare event occurs after changing the configuration of the timer system. When the timer
is initialized the first time after a reset, the state of these output flip-flops is known to be reset
(logic low). If the configuration is changed after the channel has been running in another
configuration for some period of time, you sometimes do not know the state of these internal
flip-flops (and therefore the state of the timer output pins) until a new channel value register
compare event occurs. There is nothing improper about these periods before the first event
occurs, however some users might be surprised the first time they notice this behavior.

When the MCU is reset, the count (TPMCNTH:TPMCNTL) is reset to 0x0000. If the timer is
configured for center-aligned pulse-width modulation (PWM) and then the clock is started, this
corresponds to the middle of a PWM period. If the internal flip-flop corresponding to the output
was at the inactive level when the PWM started, this would appear as if there was an extra half
period of delay before the first full PWM cycle started. If the internal flip-flop corresponding to
the output happened to be at the active level when this PWM was started, a pulse equivalent
to half of a normal duty cycle pulse could be produced at the PWM output pin.

There are eight cases discussed in this errata:

• Cases 1 and 2 — These are two error cases near the 100% duty cycle boundary. The
first is when the channel value registers are set equal to the modulo value. The second is
when the channel value registers are set to one less than the modulo value.

• Cases 3, 4, and 5 — These cases are related to changing the channel value to or from
0x0000. The errors depend upon whether this is done during the first or second half of
the center-aligned PWM period. In all of these cases, the workaround strategy is to
produce 0% duty cycle with a negative channel value instead of using the 0x0000 value.
This can be done by checking any value that is about to be written to the channel value
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registers, and then decrement the 16-bit value or the high-order byte of the value before
writing it to the channel value registers. This produces the desired 0% duty cycle and
avoids the problems related to a zero in the channel value registers.

• Case 6 — Although this behavior wasn’t discussed in the data sheet, the operation is
different than some users might expect. In edge-aligned PWM mode, when the channel
value is changed from zero to a non-zero value, the new PWM settings can take an extra
half PWM period to take effect. It is unlikely that this would cause any problems in any
practical application system.

• Case 7 — This case is more of a clarification of an unusual situation rather than a design
problem. This case happens when the prescale factor is changed during operation and
only affects center-aligned PWM. It would be very unusual to change the prescale setting
after it is set during reset initialization. The prescale flip-flops are not reset when the
prescale setting is changed, so the first prescaled clock period after a change may be
shorter or longer than expected.

• Case 8 — This case would only arise when a series of unlikely events happened to
occur. It affects only center-aligned PWM mode if the timer counter is stopped, reset, and
restarted when the count value happened to be equal to the TPMxMODH:TPMxMODL
value. Because the timer counter would not normally be stopped during operation in
center-aligned PWM mode, this case should never arise in a practical application.

Workaround: Case 1: Center-Aligned PWMChannel Value (TPMxCnVH:TPMxCnVL) = Modulo Value
(TPMxMODH:TPMxMODL)

This should produce 100% duty cycle where the TPM output pin remains at the active level
continuously. Instead, the output remains at the inactive level, which corresponds to 0% duty
cycle.

Check any value that is about to be written to the channel value registers. If the value is the
same as the modulo value, increment the value before writing it to the channel value register.
This workaround will work for any modulo value that is greater than zero and less than
0x7FFF. Setting the channel value to any 2’s complement negative value (0x8000 through
0xFFFF) results in 0% duty cycle as expected and described in the original TPM
documentation.

Another workaround would be to choose not to use 100% duty cycle in the application. Not all
applications require the range to include the 100% duty cycle case.

Case 2: Center-Aligned PWMChannel Value (TPMxCnVH:TPMxCnVL) = Modulo Value Minus
1 (TPMxMODH:TPMxMODL – 1)

This should produce almost 100% duty cycle where the TPM output pin remains at the active
level for [(TPMxCnVH:TPMxCnVL × 100)/(TPMxMODH:TPMxMODL)]% of the period. Instead,
the output remains at the inactive level which corresponds to 0% duty cycle.

Reduce the prescale factor by a factor of two and then multiply the modulo and channel value
settings by a factor of two. In this way, the frequency and resolution of the PWM output remain
the same but channel values are always even numbers and are never equal to the modulo
setting minus one.

Consider the case of a 20-MHz bus frequency, 25-kHz PWM frequency, and 0.25% resolution
on the duty cycle. Before making the adjustments suggested in this workaround, you could
have the following setup: Set the modulo to 400 and the prescale factor in PS2:PS1:PS0 to
divide by 2 (0:0:1). Each step of the channel value from 0–1–2…398–399–400 would increase
the duty cycle by 0.25%.

Increasing the modulo value to 800 and reducing the prescale factor to divide-by one, would
still produce the same period or PWM frequency. If the original channel values were multiplied
by two (shift left one bit position) before writing them to the channel value register, the
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resolution would still be 0.25% per step of the channel value, but the channel values would
step by 2 each time as in 0-2-4-6…796-798-800. With this workaround, the channel value
would never be equal to the modulo value minus one, and the error condition would not arise.

With common HCS08 bus frequencies, practical PWM frequencies, and reasonable resolution
requirements, there is enough speed and flexibility in the TPM system so this workaround
should work well with all except the most unusual application systems.

Another workaround would be to limit the range of allowed values in the channel value register
so it does not include the TPMxMODH:TPMxMODL or (TPMxMODH:TPMxMODL – 1) values.
Not all applications require the range to include these values.

Case 3: Center-Aligned PWMTPMxCnVH:TPMxCnVL Changed from 0x0000 to a Non-Zero
Value

This case occurs only while the counter is counting down (first half of the center-aligned PWM
period). The PWM output changes to the active level at the middle of the current PWM period
as the count reaches 0x0000 instead of waiting for the start of a new PWM period to begin
using the new duty cycle setting.

Use a negative channel value instead of 0x0000 to produce 0% duty cycle. This can be done
by checking any value that is about to be written to the channel value registers, and then
decrementing the 16-bit value or the high-order byte of this value before writing it to the
channel value registers. This produces the desired 0% duty cycle and it avoids the problems
related to a zero in the channel value registers.

Case 4: Center-Aligned PWMTPMxCnVH:TPMxCnVL Changed from a Non-Zero Value to
0x0000

This case occurs only while the counter is counting up (second half of the center-aligned PWM
period) but before the count reaches the channel value setting in TPMxCnVH:TPMxCnVL. The
PWM output remains at the active level until the end of the current PWM period instead of
finishing the current PWM period using the old channel value setting.

Use a negative channel value instead of 0x0000 to produce 0% duty cycle. This can be done
by checking any value that is about to be written to the channel value registers, and then
decrement the 16-bit value or the high-order byte of this value before writing it to the channel
value registers. This produces the desired 0% duty cycle and it avoids the problems related to
a zero in the channel value registers.

Case 5: Center-Aligned PWMTPMxCnVH:TPMxCnVL Changed from 0x0000 to a Non-Zero
Value

This case occurs only while the counter is counting down (first half of the center-aligned PWM
period) and then TPMxCnVH:TPMxCnVL is changed back to 0x0000 during the first half of the
next PWM period (while the counter is counting down). This is a very unlikely case in any
practical application. The PWM output changes to the active level at the middle of the first
PWM period as the count reaches 0x0000 instead of waiting for the start of a new PWM period
to begin using the new duty cycle setting, and then the output remains active until the end of
the second PWM period. In this very unusual case, the PWM output remains active for one
and one-half PWM periods rather than remaining inactive for the first PWM period and then
active for 2 × TPMxCnVH:TPMxCnVL during the next PWM period.

Use a negative channel value instead of 0x0000 to produce 0% duty cycle. This can be done
by checking any value that is about to be written to the channel value registers, and then
decrementing the 16-bit value or the high-order byte of this value before writing it to the
channel value registers. This produces the desired 0% duty cycle and it avoids the problems
related to a zero in the channel value registers.

Case 6: Edge-Aligned PWMTPMxCnVH:TPMxCnVL Changed from 0x0000 to a Non-Zero
Value

Mask Set Errata for Mask 1N20A, Rev. 0, 04/2018
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This is a minor issue related to edge-aligned PWM when duty cycle is changed from 0x0000 to
a non-zero value. This issue is a specification clarification rather than a design error.

In this case, the channel value update occurs at the same time as the new PWM period
begins, but due to circuit delays, the update occurs slightly too late for the new duty cycle to
take effect for that PWM period and an extra period of 0% duty cycle is produced. This causes
the new PWM duty cycle to take effect one PWM period later than expected. This should not
cause any application problems so the data book functional description will be changed to
clarify this situation.

Case 7: Changing the Counter Prescaler while the TPM Counter Is Disabled

This case would not arise in most applications because it would be unusual to change the
prescaler at any time other than initial timer setup after reset.

1. TPM counter was previously running
2. Counting is stopped by writing 0:0 to CLKS[1:0]
3. Change prescale value PS[2:1:0] to a different value while keeping clocks off (CLKS[1:0]

= 0:0)
4. Clear the counter by writing any value to TPMxCNTH:TPMxCNTL
5. Turn clocks back on by writing to CLKS[1:0]

Unexpected Operation: The prescaler divider flip-flops begin counting from the prior value
rather than starting from zero. This can result in the counter detecting the first clock edge after
restarting, either earlier or later than expected.

Case 8: Center-Aligned PWM, Counter is Stopped, Reset, and Restarted when Counting Up
and Count Equals the Modulo Value

This case is extremely unlikely to occur in any practical application because it would be very
unusual to stop or reset the TPM counter while using center-aligned PWM mode.

1. TPM counter is counting up in center-aligned PWM mode (second half of a PWM period)
2. Counter is stopped (write CLKS[1:0] = 0:0) when count equals modulo value (the

direction would normally change from up counting to down counting at the next clock
edge)

3. Counter is reset to 0x0000 by writing any value to TPMxCNTH:TPMxCNTL
4. Counter is turned on again by writing to CLKS[1:0]

Unexpected Operation: Because the internal up/down indicator was not cleared when the
counter was reset, the counter begins counting down from 0x0000 to 0xFFFF–0xFFFE. This
causes the timing of the first PWM period after the counter reset to be longer than expected.

SE108-IDD: Negative Voltage on IRQ Pin Results in High IDD Currents

Errata type: Silicon
Affects: KBI
Description: During latch up testing, a negative voltage (referenced to the VSS pin) applied to the IRQ pin

has been observed to damage the VSS circuitry. This results in run IDD and/or stop IDD currents
exceeding the maximum specification limits. In all cases, the MCU remained fully functional
and no latch up condition was observed.

Latch up testing involves applying voltages that are outside of the absolute maximum ratings of
the device to the MCU pins. This is to determine the capability of the MCU to withstand
unintentional excessive stresses. The applied voltage that causes the IRQ pin damage is
outside of the specified input voltage limits of VDD + 0.3 V to VSS – 0.3 V and results in a
current pull of 100 mA from the IRQ pin. Higher temperatures contribute to the issue. No
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damage was observed on devices tested at 25°C. Increasing the temperature, particularly
above 85°C, increases probability of pin damage. NXP’s HCS08 Family of
microcontrollers normally can withstand such stress without damaging the device.

Workaround: Pin damage can be avoided by adhering to the specifications in the published data sheet. Limit
the voltage applied to the IRQ pin to the absolute maximum limits from VDD + 0.3 V to VSS –
0.3 V. Also, instantaneous current on this pin must be limited to the absolute maximum limits of
± 25 mA.
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T0 Mean Drift

toward LSL

 T0 Mean Drift

toward USL

T0 Mean Shift

toward LSL

 T0 Mean Shift

toward USL

Temp 125 C  Temp 125 C  Temp 125 C  

Parameter Name, as in

Datasheet Units

Lower Spec

Limit (NA if no

spec)

Upper Spec

Limit (NA if no

spec) Avg Std Cpk Avg Std Cpk Avg Std Cpk

RIDD  ( fBus = 1 MHz, VDD=5V) uA NA 0.95 0.77 0.01 5.97 0.78 0.01 5.29 NA PASS 0.80 0.01 4.04 NA PASS

S2IDD (VDD=5V) uA NA 60.00 22.58 3.65 3.42 22.32 3.95 3.18 NA PASS 25.00 3.86 3.03 NA PASS

S3IDD (VDD=5V) uA NA 90.00 28.43 4.97 4.13 28.18 5.00 4.12 NA PASS 33.00 4.24 4.48 NA PASS

VBG V 1.19 1.22 1.20 0.00 2.00 1.20 0.00 2.07 PASS PASS 1.20 0.00 2.41 PASS PASS

RPU Kohm 20.00 65.00 27.03 0.18 12.70 26.96 0.17 13.41 PASS PASS 25.32 0.16 10.76 PASS PASS

RPD Kohm 20.00 65.00 25.34 0.33 5.41 25.20 0.20 8.74 PASS PASS 24.76 0.14 11.33 PASS PASS

 T0 Mean Drift

toward LSL

T0 Mean Drift

toward USL

 T0 Mean Shift

toward LSL

 T0 Mean Shift

toward USL

Temp 25 C  Temp 25 C  Temp 25 C  

Parameter Name, as in

Datasheet Units

Lower Spec

Limit (NA if no

spec)

Upper Spec

Limit (NA if no

spec) Avg Std Cpk Avg Std Cpk Avg Std Cpk

RIDD  ( fBus = 1 MHz, VDD=5V) uA NA 0.85 0.74 0.01 5.54 0.75 0.01 5.69 NA PASS 0.74 0.01 3.24 NA PASS

S2IDD (VDD=5V) uA NA 5.00 0.94 0.14 9.43 0.85 0.15 9.17 NA PASS 1.11 0.16 7.91 NA PASS

S3IDD (VDD=5V) uA NA 5.00 1.01 0.15 9.12 0.92 0.16 8.76 NA PASS 1.20 0.15 8.51 NA PASS

VBG V 1.19 1.22 1.20 0.00 2.22 1.20 0.00 2.20 PASS PASS 1.20 0.00 2.22 PASS PASS

RPU Kohm 20.00 65.00 24.58 0.20 7.73 24.52 0.20 7.66 PASS PASS 23.67 0.14 8.91 PASS PASS

RPD Kohm 20.00 65.00 28.40 0.30 9.43 28.25 0.30 9.27 PASS PASS 25.96 0.35 5.65 PASS PASS

T0 Mean Drift

toward LSL

T0 Mean Drift

toward USL

 T0 Mean Shift

toward LSL

T0 Mean Shift

toward USL

Temp -40 C  Temp -40 C  Temp -40 C  

Parameter Name, as in

Datasheet Units

Lower Spec

Limit (NA if no

spec)

Upper Spec

Limit (NA if no

spec) Avg Std Cpk Avg Std Cpk Avg Std Cpk

RIDD  ( fBus = 1 MHz, VDD=5V) uA NA 0.85 0.72 0.01 5.96 0.72 0.01 5.68 NA PASS 0.72 0.01 3.64 NA PASS

S2IDD (VDD=5V) uA NA 5.00 0.72 0.14 10.52 0.62 0.12 12.07 NA PASS 0.82 0.15 9.29 NA PASS

S3IDD (VDD=5V) uA NA 5.00 0.66 0.14 10.67 0.55 0.12 12.28 NA PASS 0.77 0.13 10.48 NA PASS

VBG V 1.19 1.22 1.20 0.00 3.32 1.20 0.00 4.48 PASS PASS 1.20 0.00 1.74 PASS PASS

RPU Kohm 20.00 65.00 25.16 0.24 7.26 25.06 0.23 7.34 PASS PASS 23.16 0.19 5.56 PASS PASS

RPD Kohm 20.00 65.00 28.08 0.29 9.23 27.93 0.29 9.27 PASS PASS 26.00 0.20 9.88 PASS PASS

(1N20A/64QFP) Electrical Distribution, Revision 18April2018

Per AECQ100RevH, ED App. RevB, key datasheet parameter Cpk < 1.67 requires justification and QA approval.

Note: Cpk is auto-calculated using both LSL and USL if provided. One-sided recalculation may be appropriate (i.e., leakage) to justify a low Cpk.

T0

Shift Analysis from Baseline:

Shift within +/-1

sigma or  less than

15% to spec

Shift within +/-1

sigma or  less than

15% to spec

Shift within +/-1

sigma or  less than

15% to spec

Shift within +/-1

sigma or  less

than 15% to spec

Time0 (Pre-HTOL)

Baseline T0 Data

(0N20A)

Post-HTOL

Shift within +/-1

sigma or  less than

15% to spec

Time0 (Pre-HTOL)

Baseline T0 Data

(0N20A)

Shift within +/-1

sigma or  less than

15% to spec

Shift within +/-1

sigma or  less than

15% to spec

Post-HTOL

Shift within +/-1

sigma or  less

than 15% to spec

Shift within +/-1

sigma or  less than

15% to spec

Shift within +/-1

sigma or  less than

15% to spec

Shift within +/-1

sigma or  less

than 15% to spec

Time0 (Pre-HTOL)

Baseline T0 Data

(0N20A)

Baseline T0 Data HTOL Drift Analysis:

Post-HTOL

Shift within +/-1

sigma or  less than

15% to spec



Objective:

NXP PN:

 Part Name:

Customer Name(s):

PN(s): Revision: Refer to Table below

Technology:

Package: Design Engineer: Revision Date: Refer to Table below

Fab / Assembly/ Final

Test Site : Product Engineer: QUARTZ Tracking #: 243713

Maskset#:

Rev#: Package Engineer:

PPE Approval (for

DIM/BOM results)

Signature & Date: Not Applicable

Die Size (in mm)

W x L R&QA Engineer:

NPI PRQE Approval

Signature & Date:

Vivian Tang

April-19-2018

Part Operating

Temp. Grade: Trace/DateCode:

CAB Approval

Signature & Date:

17171005M

April-19-2018

Stress Test Reference Test Conditions End Point Requirements
Minimum

Sample Size
# of Lots Total Units

Results(#Rej/SS)

NA=Not Applicable
Comments or Generic Data

PC

JESD22-

A113

J-STD-020

Preconditioning (PC) :

PC required for SMDs only.

MSL 3 @ 260°C, +5/-0°C

TEST @ RH(C for

units that will go thru

Temp Cycle Stress)

pass Q210577, MC9S08AC128(TSMC3,N79A) 14x14LQFP80: 0/462

Q209121, MC9S08AC60(TSMC3,N34A) 14x14QFP64: 0/154

Q210939, MC9S08AW60(TSMC3,N20A)14x14QFP64:0/77

HAST

JESD22-

A101

A110

Highly Accelerated Stress Test (HAST):

PC before HAST (for SMDs only): Required

HAST = 130°C/85%RH for 96 hrs.

Bias =  Max Vdd

Timed RO of 48hrs. MAX

TEST @ RH 45 0 0 pass Q210577, MC9S08AC128(TSMC3,N79A) 14x14LQFP80: 0/231

Q209121, MC9S08AC60(TSMC3,N34A) 14x14QFP64: 0/77

TC

JESD22-

A104

AEC Q100-

Appendix 3

Temperature Cycle (TC):

PC before TC (for SMDs only): Required

TC =  -65°C to 150°C for 500 cycles

TEST @ HC 45 0 0 pass Q210577, MC9S08AC128(TSMC3,N79A) 14x14LQFP80: 0/231

Q209121, MC9S08AC60(TSMC3,N34A) 14x14QFP64: 0/77

Q210939, MC9S08AW60(TSMC3,N20A)14x14QFP64:0/77

HTSL

JESD22-

A103

High Temperature Storage Life (HTSL):

150°C for 1008 hrs

Timed RO = 96hrs. MAX

TEST @ RHC 45 0 0 Pass Q210577, MC9S08AC128(TSMC3,N79A) 14x14LQFP80: 0/231

Q209121, MC9S08AC60(TSMC3,N34A) 14x14QFP64: 0/77

Q210939, MC9S08AW60(TSMC3,N20A)14x14QFP64:0/77

Stress Test Reference Test Conditions End Point Requirements
Minimum

Sample Size
# of Lots Total Units

Results(#Rej/SS) or

PASS

NA=Not Applicable

Comments or Generic Data

Vreg Bypassed

HTOL

JESD22-

A108

High Temperature Operating Life (HTOL):

Ta = 125°C for 168hrs

Bias = 2.8V (Vreg bypassed) UNREGULATED

Timed RO of 96hrs. MAX

TEST @ RHC 77 1 77 Lot A: 0/77 Generic Data

Q172319, MC90S8AC60(TSMC3,N34A): 0/77 @2.8V,125°C for

168hrs

Q179897, MC9S08AC128(TSMC3,N79A): 0/77 @2.8V,125°C

for 168hrs

Q123683, MC9S08SE8(TSMC3,M82P):0/231 @2.8V,125°C for

1008hrs

Q147539, MC9S08LG32((TSMC3, M48V): 0/231@2.75V, 125°C

for 1008Hrs

Vreg Enabled HTOL

JESD22-

A108

High Temperature Operating Life (HTOL):

Ta = 125°C for 168hrs

Bias = 6V (Vreg enabled) REGULATED

(Devices incorporating NVM shall receive 'NVM

endurance preconditioning'(EDR) prior to this

test, and special NVM test sequencing after this

test; see AEC-Q100 for details)

Timed RO of 96hrs. MAX

TEST @ RHC 77 1 77 Lot A: 0/77 Generic Data

Q172319, MC90S8AC60(TSMC3,N34A): 0/77 @6V,125°C for

168hrs

Q179897, MC9S08AC128(TSMC3,N79A): 0/231 @6V,125°C for

336hrs

Q123683, MC9S08SE8(TSMC3,M82P):0/231 @6V,125°C for

1008hrs

Q147539, MC9S08LG32(TSMC3, M48V): 0/231@5.8V, 125°C

for 1008Hrs

Q29807, MC9S12C128(TSMC3, L09S) : 0/77@ 5.5V, 125°C for

1008Hrs

Vreg Bypassed

ELFR

AEC Q100-

008

Early Life Failure Rate ELFR):

Ta = 125°C for 48 hrs

Bias = 2.8V (Vreg bypassed) UNREGULATED

Timed RO of 48 hrs MAX

TEST @ RHC 611 0 0 pass  Generic data:

Q179998, MC9S08AW60(TSMC3, N20A): 0/1222

Q179897, MC9S08AC128(TSMC3, N79A): 0/1222

Q123683, MC9S08SE8(TSMC3,M82P):0/1833

Q147539, MC9S08LG32(TSMC3, M48V): 0/2400

Vreg Enabled ELFR

AEC Q100-

008

Early Life Failure Rate ELFR):

Ta = 125°C for 48 hrs

Bias = 6V (Regulated)

Timed RO of 48 hrs MAX

TEST @ RHC 611 0 0 pass Generic data:

Q179998, MC9S08AW60(TSMC3, N20A): 0/1222

Q179897, MC9S08AC128(TSMC3, N79A): 0/1222

Q210577, MC9S08AC128(TSMC3, N79A) : 0/611

Q123683, MC9S08SE8(TSMC3,M82P): 0/611

EDR

AEC Q100-

005

NVM Endurance, Data Retention, and

Operational Life (EDR):

(also known as NVM Endurance Preconditioning)

10K W/E Cycling @ 125°C, Vdd = 5.0V

DRB @ 150°C 168 hrs

Timed RO of 48hrs. MAX

TEST @ RHC 77 0 0 pass Generic Data

Q172319, MC9S08AC60(TSMC3,N34A): 0/77 @150C for

168hrs,10K W/E @ 125°C, 5V

Q179998, MC9S08AW60(TSMC3, N20A): 0/77 @150C for

168hrs,10K W/E @ 125°C, 5V

Q29807, MC9S12C128(TSMC3, L09S): 0/231@150C for

1008hrs,10K W/E @ 125°C, 5V

Stress Test Reference Test Conditions End Point Requirements
Minimum

Sample Size
# of Lots Total Units

Results(#Rej/SS)

NA=Not Applicable
Comments or Generic Data

WBS

AEC Q100-

001

Wire Bond shear (WBS) Cpk = or > 1.67 30 bonds

from minimum

5 units

1 5 Lot A: 0/5, Cpk>1.67

WBP

MilStd883-

2011

Wire Bond Pull (WBP):

Cond. C or D

Cpk = or > 1.67 30 bonds

from minimum

5 units

1 5 Lot A: 0/5, Cpk>1.67

SD

JESD22-

B102

Solderability (SD):

If production burn-in is done, samples must also

undergo burn-in prior to SD.

>95% lead coverage of

critical areas

15 0 0 Not required

PD

JESD22-

B100

Physical Dimensions (PD):

PD per NXP 98A drawing

Cpk = or > 1.67 10 0 0 Not required

DIM

&

BOM

Dimensional (DIM):

GAO to verify PD results against valid 98A

drawing.

BOM Verification (BOM):

GAO to verify qual lot ERF BOM  is accurate.

DIM: No change

BOM: No change

LI

JESD22-

B105

Lead Integrity (LI):

Not required for surface mount devices;

Only required for through-hole devices.

No lead breakage or cracks 5

(10 leads from

each of 5 parts)

0 0 Not required

N20A

1

Commercial Tier / Industrial Tier Qual Results

Varies

Varies

Sophia Gu

MC9S08AW60/48/32/16 TSMC3 Maskset Revison 1N20A Qualification
MC9S08AW60/48/32/16

MC9S08AW60/48/32/16

E025FXXQ / 0.25um Emb Flash

6057 /QFP 64 14*14*2.2P0.8

TSMC3 / NXP-ATKL / NXP-ATTJ

Jim Carlquist

Not Applicable

 -40°C to +125°C

2.822X2.856 Vivian Tang

TEST GROUP B - ACCELERATED LIFETIME SIMULATION TESTS

TEST GROUP A - ACCELERATED ENVIRONMENTAL STRESS TESTS

All surface mount devices prior to HAST,  TC and as

required per test conditions.

Lot A-8EMHA2ZDE900

This testing is performed by NXP Reliability Lab (NXP-ATTJ-LAB) u nless otherwise noted in the Comments.

TESTS HIGHLIGHTED IN YELLOW ARE PERFORMED FOR THIS STUDY

TEST GROUP C - PACKAGE ASSEMBLY INTEGRITY TESTS

FORMPPAP004XLS    1 of 2 NXP Rev T



Stress Test Reference Test Conditions End Point Requirements
Minimum

Sample Size
# of Lots Total Units

Results(#Rej/SS)

NA=Not Applicable
Comments

EM

Electro Migration (EM) The data, test method, calculations and internal criteria is

available to the customer upon request for new technologies

after qualification.

TDDB

Time Dependent Dielectric Breakdown

(TDDB)

The data, test method, calculations and internal criteria is

available to the customer upon request for new technologies

after qualification.

HCI

Hot Carrier Injection (HCI) The data, test method, calculations and internal criteria is

available to the customer upon request for new technologies

after qualification.

SM

Stress Migration (SM) The data, test method, calculations and internal criteria is

available to the customer upon request for new technologies

after qualification.

NBTI

Negative Bias Temperature Instability (NBTI) The data, test method, calculations and internal criteria is

available to the customer upon request for new technologies

after qualification.

Stress Test Reference Test Conditions End Point Requirements
Minimum

Sample Size
# of Lots Total Units

Results(#Rej/SS)

NA=Not Applicable
Comments or Generic Data

TEST

NXP 48A Pre- and Post Functional / Parametrics

(TEST):

Test software shall meet requirements of AEC-

Q100-007.

Testing performed to the limits of device

specification in temperature and limit value.

0 Fails All All All See Results Summary

HBM

JESD22-A114 ElectroStatic Discharge/

Human Body Model Classification (HBM):

Test @ 250/500/1000/1500/2000 Volts

TEST @ RH

2KV min.

3 units per

Voltage level

1 15 Lot A:

0/3@ 250V

0/3@ 500V

0/3@ 1000V

0/3@ 1500V

0/3@ 2000V

CDM

JESD22-

C101

ElectroStatic Discharge/

Charged Device Model Classification (CDM):

Test @ 250/500/750(CP) Volts

TEST @ RH

All pins =/> 500V

Corner pins =/> 750V;

3 units per

Voltage level

1 9 Lot A:

0/3@ 250V

0/3@ 500V

0/3@ 750V(CP)

LU

JESD78 Latch-up (LU):

Ta during stress = Maximum operating

temperature

Vsupply = Maximum operating voltage

May allow alternate condition as per JESD78

TEST @ RH 6 1 6 Lot A: 0/6

ED

NXP

Datasheet

Electrical Distribution (ED)

Pre and post HTOL

TEST @ RHC 30 1 30 Lot A: 0/30, pass,

comparable with

current maskset

0N20A in TSMC3 and

5M75B in NXP-CHD-

Fab

MC9S08AW60/48/32/16

QFP64 Bill of Material

(BOM)
Quartz # Mask Set Product-Qual Description / Part Number(s) Assembly Site Fab/Tech Die Size

(mmxmm)

Package MOLD COMPOUND Epoxy Wire

243713 1N20A MC9S08AW60/48/32/16 NXP-ATKL TSMC3/ 0.25um

Emb Flash

2.822X2.856 QFP 64 14*14*2.2P0.8/

6057

MC HITACHI 9200HF10M SUMITOMO CRM-1064MBL 25um Cu

Pkg qual Generic Data

Quartz # Mask Set Product-Qual Description / Part Number(s) Assembly Site Fab/Tech Die Size

(mmxmm)

Package MOLD COMPOUND Epoxy Wire CAB Part Operating Temp

210577 N79A MC9S08AC128 NXP-ATKL TSMC3/0.25um

SGF

3.395X3.583 LQFP 80

14*14*1.4P0.65/8258

MC HITACHI 9200HF10M SUMITOMO CRM-1064MBL 25um Cu 10403227M  -40C to 125C

209121 N34A MC9S08AC60 NXP-ATKL TSMC3/0.25um

SGF

2.840X2.810 QFP 64

14*14*2.2P0.8/6057

MC HITACHI 9200HF10M SUMITOMO CRM-1064MBL 25um Cu 10403227M  -40C to 125C

210939 N20A MC9S08AW60 NXP-ATKL TSMC3/0.25um

SGF

2.822X2.856 QFP 64

14*14*2.2P0.8/6057

MC HITACHI 9200HF10M SUMITOMO CRM-1064MBL 25um Cu 10403227M  -40C to 85C

Die qual Generic Data

Quartz # Mask Set Product-Qual Description / Part Number(s) Fab/Tech Die Size

(mmxmm)

CAB Part Operating Temp

172319 N34A MC9S08AC60 TSMC3/0.25um SGF 2.840X2.810 10403227M  -40C to 125C

179897 N79A MC9S08AC128 TSMC3/0.25um SGF 3.395X3.583 10403227M  -40C to 125C

123683 M82P MC9S08SE8 TSMC3/0.25um SGF 2.290X1.190 08280985M  -40C to 125C

147539 M48V MC9S08LG32 TSMC3/0.25um SGF 2.904X2.904 09171119M  -40C to 105C

29807 L09S MC9S12C128 TSMC3/0.25um SGF 4.23 x4.23 2005 34 28364  -40C to 125C

Qualified by Similarity

Mask Set Part Number(s) Fab/Tech Die Size (mmxmm) Assembly Site Package

1N20A MC9S08AW60/4

8/32/16

TSMC3/0.25um SGF 2.822X2.856 NXP-ATTJ/ NFME LQFP 64

10*10*1.4P0.5

1N20A MC9S08AW60/4

8/32/16

TSMC3/0.25um SGF 2.822X2.856 NXP-ATTJ/ NFME LQFP 44

10*10*1.4P0.8

1N20A MC9S08AW60/4

8/32/16

TSMC3/0.25um SGF 2.822X2.856 NXP-ATTJ/UDG QFN 48 EP

7SQ*1.0 P0.5 E

Revision Description Author

Rev I Update qual results Vivian TangApril-19-2018

Revision Date

ELECTRICAL VERIFICATION TESTS

DIE FABRICATION RELIABILITY TESTS

FORMPPAP004XLS    2 of 2 NXP Rev T



Changed Orderable Part# Customer Part# Changed Part 12NC Changed Part Number Changed Part Description Package Outline Package Name Status New Orderable Part# New part 12NC New Part number New part description Product Line Notes
MC9S08AW48CFUE MC9S08AW48CFUE 935309444557 MC9S08AW48CFUE 8 BIT 16K FLASH 4K RAM QFP64 RFS BL Microcontrollers
MC9S08AW16CFUE MC9S08AW16CFUE 935325197557 MC9S08AW16CFUE 8 BIT 16K FLASH 4K RAM QFP64 RFS BL Microcontrollers
MC9S08AW60CPUE MC9S08AW60CPUE 935309445557 MC9S08AW60CPUE 8 BIT 60K FLASH 4K RAM QFP64 RFS BL Microcontrollers
MC9S08AW16CFGE MC9S08AW16CFGE 935313519557 MC9S08AW16CFGE 8 BIT 16K FLASH 4K RAM LQFP44 RFS BL Microcontrollers
MC9S08AW16CFGE MC9S08AW16CFGE 935313519557 MC9S08AW16CFGE 8 BIT 16K FLASH 4K RAM LQFP44 RFS BL Microcontrollers
MC9S08AW32CFGER MC9S08AW32CFGER 935313549528 MC9S08AW32CFGER 8 BIT 16K FLASH 4K RAM LQFP44 RFS BL Microcontrollers
MC9S08AW32CFGER MC9S08AW32CFGER 935313549528 MC9S08AW32CFGER 8 BIT 16K FLASH 4K RAM LQFP44 RFS BL Microcontrollers
MC9S08AW32CFGE MC9S08AW32CFGE 935313549557 MC9S08AW32CFGE 8 BIT 16K FLASH 4K RAM LQFP44 RFS BL Microcontrollers
MC9S08AW32CFGE MC9S08AW32CFGE 935313549557 MC9S08AW32CFGE 8 BIT 16K FLASH 4K RAM LQFP44 RFS BL Microcontrollers
MC9S08AW48CPUE MC9S08AW48CPUE 935313555557 MC9S08AW48CPUE 8 BIT 48K FLASH 4K RAM QFP64 RFS BL Microcontrollers
MC9S08AW32CFUE MC9S08AW32CFUE 935313556557 MC9S08AW32CFUE 8 BIT 16K FLASH 4K RAM QFP64 RFS BL Microcontrollers
MC9S08AW32CFUE MC9S08AW32CFUE 935313556557 MC9S08AW32CFUE 8 BIT 16K FLASH 4K RAM QFP64 RFS BL Microcontrollers
MC9S08AW60CFUE MC9S08AW60CFUE 935316647557 MC9S08AW60CFUE 8 BIT 60K FLASH 4K RAM QFP64 RFS BL Microcontrollers
MC9S08AW60CFUE MC9S08AW60CFUE 935316647557 MC9S08AW60CFUE 8 BIT 60K FLASH 4K RAM QFP64 RFS BL Microcontrollers
MC9S08AW60CFDE MC9S08AW60CFDE 935319072557 MC9S08AW60CFDE 8 BIT 60K FLASH 4K RAM HVQFN48 RFS BL Microcontrollers
MC9S08AW60CFDE MC9S08AW60CFDE 935319072557 MC9S08AW60CFDE 8 BIT 60K FLASH 4K RAM HVQFN48 RFS BL Microcontrollers
MC9S08AW60CFGE MC9S08AW60CFGE 935322654557 MC9S08AW60CFGE 8 BIT 60K FLASH 4K RAM LQFP44 RFS BL Microcontrollers
MC9S08AW16CPUE MC9S08AW16CPUE 935324006557 MC9S08AW16CPUE 8 BIT 16K FLASH 4K RAM QFP64 RFS BL Microcontrollers
MC9S08AW16CPUE MC9S08AW16CPUE 935324006557 MC9S08AW16CPUE 8 BIT 16K FLASH 4K RAM QFP64 RFS BL Microcontrollers
MC9S08AW60CPUE MC9S08AW60CPUE 935309445557 MC9S08AW60CPUE 8 BIT 60K FLASH 4K RAM QFP64 RFS BL Microcontrollers
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